FREE Economy Shipping on orders over $35
A. NEW HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® BRAVO 12 PLUS HEAVYWEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET
240948    List $290.00    Dover’s Price: $279.95

B. NEW HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® BRAVO 12 WUG MEDIUM-WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET
Keeps your horse warm and dry. Waterproof, breathable 1200 denier poly outer; 250 grams of fiberfill insulation. Storm green/aqua. 66”-84” (3”). Imported.
240953    List $230.00    Dover’s Price: $219.95

C. HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO® ORIGINAL TURNOUT BLANKETS
The design that started a blanketing revolution. Waterproof, breathable 1000 denier nylon outer over thermobonded fiberfill for superior heat retention. Sizes 66”-87” (3”). Made in Ireland.
Lite. No fill. Green/red.
240790    List $310.00    Dover’s Price: $299.95

Medium. 200 grams. Navy/red.
240789    List $330.00    Dover’s Price: $319.95

Heavy. 400 grams. Green/red.
240793    List $340.00    Dover’s Price: $329.95

D. WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ PLUS DYNAMIC II STANDARD NECK TURNOUTS
Waterproof, breathable and warm coverage your horse can count on. Tough 1200 denier triple-weave outer shell with repel shell coating. Sizes 69”-84” (3”). Imported.
Sheet. No fill. Maroon/gray/white.
240755    List $187.99    Dover’s Price: $175.00

Medium. 220 grams. Maroon/gray/white.
240754    List $200.00    Dover’s Price: $185.00

Heavy. 260 grams. Hunter/navy.
240751    List $249.99    Dover’s Price: $235.00
A. NORTHWIND® BY RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL® PLUS TURNOUT BLANKETS
Waterproof and breathable! Super-durable 1680 denier ballistic nylon outer shell lined with 210 denier polyester. Reflective binding, easy-open front closures and removable elastic leg straps. Lifetime guarantee against manufacturer’s defects. Sizes 72"-84" (2”). Imported.

Light. 100 grams. Charcoal/navy.
240152 $229.95

Medium. 200 grams. Charcoal/navy, charcoal/hunter, charcoal/black, charcoal/purple.
240153 $239.95

240154 $249.95

B. NORTHWIND® BY RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL® PLUS DETACH-A-NECK TURNOUT BLANKETS

Medium. 200 grams.
240148 $259.95

Heavy. 350 grams.
240149 $279.95

C. RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL™ SUPREME TURNOUTS
Woven in a grid pattern to prevent tearing. 1200 denier Teflon®-coated ripstop outer shell, polyester lining and seamless construction. Black/gray, navy/navy, hunter/navy. Sizes 68”-84” (2”). Imported.

Sheet. No fill.
24340 $149.95

Medium. 200 grams.
24997 $159.95

Coverage & Comfort!
SUFFOLK ™ HUNTER BRIDLE

SUFFOLK™ FANCY-STITCHED SINGLE CROWN BRIDLE
Styled after our best-selling models. Padded, single crown, browband and noseband relieves pressure and discomfort. Rubber reins included. Dark Havana, black/black. Sizes pony, small horse, standard horse, large horse. Imported. 12661 $139.95

SUFFOLK™ HUNTER BRIDLE

DOVER SADDLERY ® SINGLE CROWN HUNTER BRIDLE
Perfect for everyday and show. 7⁄8” raised fancy-stitched noseband. Padded brow. Fully padded single crown, stainless steel hardware. Hook stud ends. Oakbark. Sizes cob, horse, oversize, extra oversize. Imported. 12661 $139.95

SCHOCKEMÖHLE STANFORD BRIDLE
Unique, anatomically shaped crownpiece and crank noseband enhances comfort. Flat, slim-profile cheek pieces with hook stud closures. Two browbands (one crystal, one plain) are included. Black. Sizes cob, horse, oversize. Imported. 120146 $355.00

RAMBO® MICKLEM® COMPETITION BRIDLE*
FEI approved for use in dressage. Padded single crown, browband and noseband relieves pressure and discomfort. Rubber reins included. Dark Havana, black/black. Sizes pony, small horse, standard horse, large horse. Imported. 12976 List $240.00 Dover’s Price: $229.95

SCHOCKEMÖHLE STANFORD BRIDLE
Unique, anatomically shaped crownpiece and crank noseband enhances comfort. Flat, slim-profile cheek pieces with hook stud closures. Two browbands (one crystal, one plain) are included. Black. Sizes cob, horse, oversize. Imported. 120146 $355.00

DOVER SADDLERY ® SINGLE CROWN HUNTER BRIDLE
Perfect for everyday and show. 7⁄8” raised fancy-stitched noseband. Padded brow. Fully padded single crown, stainless steel hardware. Hook stud ends. Oakbark. Sizes cob, horse, oversize, extra oversize. Imported. 12661 $139.95

SCHOCKEMÖHLE STANFORD BRIDLE
Unique, anatomically shaped crownpiece and crank noseband enhances comfort. Flat, slim-profile cheek pieces with hook stud closures. Two browbands (one crystal, one plain) are included. Black. Sizes cob, horse, oversize. Imported. 120146 $355.00

RAMBO® MICKLEM® COMPETITION BRIDLE*
FEI approved for use in dressage. Padded single crown, browband and noseband relieves pressure and discomfort. Rubber reins included. Dark Havana, black/black. Sizes pony, small horse, standard horse, large horse. Imported. 12976 List $240.00 Dover’s Price: $229.95

*FEI approved for use in dressage where snaffle bridles are permitted. Suitable for show jumping and cross country competitions. Check with your organization for other eligibility.

Shop Bridles & Halters! 319 styles at DoverSaddlery.com/Tack
SUFFOLK™ TRIPLE-STITCHED HALTER
A versatile all-around leather halter at a friendly price. Triple-stitched for durability at the nose and cheeks. Brown. Sizes large pony, cob, horse, oversize. Imported. 05564 **$49.95**

SCHOCKEMÖHLE MEMPHIS HALTER
Comes with two crown pieces, one leather and one soft fleece nylon. Super comfortable with a breakaway attachment. Navy, black, anthracite. Sizes pony, cob, horse, oversize. Imported. 05159 List **$55.00** Dover’s Price: **$50.00**

LEMIEUX ® VOGUE HALTER & ROPE LEAD SET
Complete with a matching braided lead rope. Padded fleece noseband, crown and inner cheek pieces. Ink blue/navy, navy/royal, black/gray, mulberry/gray. Sizes pony, cob, horse. Imported. 05317 **$46.95**

SUFFOLK™ TRIPLE-STITCHED HALTER
A versatile all-around leather halter! Triple-stitched halter has a rolled throat with snaps, adjustable crown and chin. Brown. Sizes cob, horse, oversize. Imported. Leather color may vary slightly. 05343 **$49.95**

DOVER SADDLERY® PALERMO TRIPLE-STITCHED HALTER
Made of fine Argentine artisan leather. Triple-stitched leather provides durability and an attractive look. Chocolate. Sizes small pony, large pony, cob, horse, oversize. Imported. 05421 **$79.95**

SUFFOLK™ BREAKAWAY HALTER
Replaceable leather crown. Double-buckle replaceable crown, snap throat, adjustable chin. Navy, hunter, royal blue, black, charcoal, mystic purple. Sizes small pony, large pony, cob, horse, oversize. Imported. 05425 **$25.95**
Elegance & comfort!

LeMieux®

Create your own fashion-forward style with colors from LeMieux! Mix & match contemporary textiles with European designs for a stunning look.

Discover even more LeMieux® designs & styles at DoverSaddlery.com/LeMieux

LeMieux’s colorfull collections set new standards in horse comfort, quality & style.

Build your own iconic looks by combining matching saddle pads, fly bonnets & polo bandages in beautiful hues that define your style & compliment your horse’s coloring.

A perfect way to stand out in your training rides.

A. LEMIEUX® SUEDE SADDLE PADS


190236 Close Contact Square Pad.
21¼" spine; 22" drop. $79.95

190235 Dressage Pad.
20½" spine; 25" drop. $79.95

E. LEMIEUX® LOIRE SATIN FLY BONNET


23320 $59.95

F. LEMIEUX® LOIRE POLO BANDAGES

Offering sophistication and class. Set of four fleece exercise bandages trimmed in satin. Ice blue, ink blue, mulberry, black, navy, white. 4.2 yards long. Imported.

26045 $62.95

Full Selection Available Online!

DoverSaddlery.com

6 Shop Saddle Pads! 393 styles at DoverSaddlery/SaddlePads
C-D. LEMIEUX® LOIRE SATIN
CLASSIC SADDLE PADS
Exudes sophistication. The bamboo lining is soft and breathable against your horse. Cut with a contoured topline and LeMieux’s signature girth protection behind the girth loops to promote long wear. Elasticized d-ring attachments: ice blue, navy, ink blue, mulberry, black, white. Imported.

190392 Close Contact Square Pad. Size large. 20½” spine; 20” drop. $109.95
190391 Dressage Pad. Size large. 22½” spine; 21½” drop. $109.95

Ink Blue Mulberry Black Navy White Ice Blue
SAMSHIELD® MISS SHIELD HELMET**


SAMSHIELD® SHADOWMATT® HELMET**


ONE K™ DEFENDER MATTE HELMET**

Traditional look with the latest high-tech comfort. Polycarbonate and advanced ABS composite injection molded outer shell, comfortable, padded harness. Black matte. Sizes S(6½-6¾), M(6¾-7), L(7¼-7½), XL(7¾-8). Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified. 36565 $280.00

TIPPERARY™ ROYAL HELMET**


TIPPERARY™ WINDSOR HELMET WITH MIPS**


CHARLES OWEN AYR8® PLUS HELMET**


CHARLES OWEN AYR8® HELMET**

Traditional look with the latest high-tech comfort. Polycarbonate and advanced ABS composite injection molded outer shell, comfortable, padded harness. Black matte. Sizes S(6½-6¾), M(6¾-7), L(7¼-7½). United Kingdom. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified. 36703 $549.00

ONE K™ DEFENDER MATTE HELMET**

Traditional look with the latest high-tech comfort. Polycarbonate and advanced ABS composite injection molded outer shell, comfortable, padded harness. Black matte. Sizes S(6½-6¾), M(6¾-7), L(7¼-7½), XL(7¾-8). Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified. 36565 $280.00

**Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning

Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact, loss of control or otherwise. Helmets offer no protection against injuries involving forces other than impact. Dover Saddlery disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale. Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such standards and designations are made solely by the product’s manufacturer. By purchasing any of the helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dover Saddlery from any and all responsibility or liability for any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dover Saddlery. For full details see: doversaddlery.com/helmet-disclaimer.

Find the perfect fit! 130 styles at DoverSaddlery.com/Helmets
TREDSTEP™ DONATELLO III
FIELD BOOTS
Designed to be the rider’s first choice. In a range of sizing options. Black. European sizes 36-42, XX-slim, X-slim, slim, regular, regular+, medium, medium+, regular or tall heights. Imported. Some sizes may be available by special order only.
381036 $339.00

DENIRO SANTINO FIELD BOOTS
Exquisite jumping boots. Sumptuous Italian grain calfskin leather inside and out. Insoles with carbon offer natural antibacterial action. Black. European sizes 37-41. Made in Italy. Some sizes may be available by special order only.
381031 $859.00

ARIAT® HERITAGE
CONTOUR II FIELD BOOTS
Premium full grain leather with a full leather lining. Full-length, coiled YKK® zipper and a new Duratread™ outsole. Full-length elasticized panel on lateral side, elastic gusset on inside knee and exclusive 4LR™ footbed technology. Black. Ladies’ B width, 5½-10. 1 1. Imported.
380955 $359.95

ARIAT® HERITAGE IV PADDOCK BOOTS
Zip. 380908 $159.95
Lace. 380907 $159.95

RIDING SPORT™ PROVENANCE PADDOCK BOOTS
Traction in the irons. Easy-care synthetic leather upper is styled with a punched toe cap, elastic twin gore and spur rests. Rubber outsole. Ladies’ B width, 5½-11. 1 1. Imported.
Ladies’ Zip. Black, chocolate brown.
381086 $155.95
Children’s Zip. Black, chocolate brown.
Child’s 10-13, 1-5.
381087 $49.95

ARIS® PROTOCOL
LEATHER BRIDLE
Great value for your horse’s mouth. Genuine leather with silver plated buckle and bit. 1 1.
American standard, 1 1. 2 2. Black, Havana.
381091 $71.95

ARIS® PROTOCOL
PLASTIC BRIDLE
Good quality at a great price. Plastic with stainless steel buckle and bit. 1 1. 2 2. Black, Havana.
381092 $32.95

ARIAT® HERITAGE
MADISON FIELD BOOTS
381465 $359.95

DOVER SADDLERY®
MADISON FIELD BOOTS
381465 $359.95

RIDING SPORT™ PROVENANCE
PADDLE WHISKEY
Soft, lightweight and easy to use. Black, Havana.
381094 $75.95

RIDING SPORT™ PROVENANCE
PADDLE WHISKEY
Soft, lightweight and easy to use. Black, Havana.
381094 $75.95
A. **NEW THE TAILORED SPORTSMAN™ ICEFIL® SUN SHIRTS**
Lightweight, comfortable classics for schooling. IceFil fabric wicks away moisture to keep you cool and dry. Grape jelly/white/silver, cherry bomb/white/silver, blue suede/white/gold, rosy/white/gold, ginger snap/black/rose gold. Ladies’ XXS(000), XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported. 203562 $74.00

B. **NEW R.J. CLASSICS 37.5® LONG-SLEEVE TRAINING SHIRTS**
Stay cool while you school. Patented tech fabric and UPF 50 sun protection. 44% 37.5® poly/44% poly/12% spandex. Auburn, blue nile. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12), XL(14). Imported. 203616 $89.00

C. **THE TAILORED SPORTSMAN™ VINTAGE PATCH MID-RISE BREECH**
Stylish updated design. Four-way stretch breech with contrast Clarino™ knee patches. 73% cotton/20% microfiber/7% lycra®. Black forest/tan, black olive/tan, black/tan, French blue/tan, black & blue/tan. Ladies’ 24-34, regular or long. USA. 350120 $175.00

D. **R.J. CLASSICS GULF NATURAL RISE KNEE-PATCH BREECH**
Perfect fit and comfort. Premium quick-dry stretch fabric, Clarino™ knee patches. 92% nylon/8% elastane. Ladies’ 24-34, regular. Imported. New Colors: Grape leaf, rust. 351431 $175.00 Sand, navy, graphite 350236 $175.00

Full Selection Available Online! DoverSaddlery.com/Breeches
A. **NEW ARIAT® LOWELL 2.0 QUARTER-ZIP BASE LAYER**
Polished styling for lessons and clinics. Soft, stretchy quarter-zip design with a flattering athletic fit. Raglan sleeves. Princess seaming. 85% poly/15% spandex. Black bit print. Ladies' XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported. 203551 $69.95

B. **NEW ARIAT® THERMO TECH™ TIGHT**
A touch of warmth for cool weather. Comfortable, mid-rise tight. 88% poly/12% polyurethane. Raisin/raisin bit, admiral/winter bloom, black. Ladies' XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18), 1X(18W-20W), 2X(22W-24W). Imported. 351418 $109.00

C. **NEW ARIAT® ASHLEY INSULATED VEST**
Look good, feel good! Eco-friendly recycled poly outer. 240 grams with Cool Climate Insulation™ fill for core warmth. 100% poly. Four leaf clover, mulberry brown. Ladies' XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). 401234 $89.95

D. **NEW ARIAT® LOWELL 2.0 QUARTER-ZIP BASE LAYER**
Polished styling for lessons and clinics. Soft, stretchy quarter-zip design with a flattering athletic fit. Raglan sleeves. Princess seaming. 85% poly/15% spandex. Black bit print. Ladies' XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported. 203551 $69.95
A. DOVER SADDLERY®
FRANCONIA PARKA
Designed by our team riders! In a knee-length style with removable hood. Front placket with hidden two-way zip. Faux fur upper body lining. 100% poly, Iron ink, mahogany. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
ZM-401067 $229.95

B. DOVER SADDLERY®
BRISTOL JACKET
Created by riders who know firsthand how cold barns can be. With HeatBlast™ silver-foil reflective lining and 120 grams of poly fill insulation. 100% poly. Black, khaki. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
401065 $229.95

12 100+ styles for fall riding at DoverSaddlery.com/Fall
C. NEW DOVER SADDLERY® DIANA SWEATER
Donegal knit with performance technology.
70% cotton/25% wool/5% poly.
Navy peony, pecan. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203715 $125.95

D. NEW DOVER SADDLERY® ATHENS SWEATER
An intriguing mix of texture and sleek!
Cable-knit sleeves and sides, smooth body.
100% poly with 60% acrylic/40% nylon sides.
Sable, chimera gray. Ladies’ XXS(000), XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203716 $135.95

E. NEW COLORS DOVER SADDLERY® DALTON CLASSIC FULL-SEAT BREECH
The flattering European slim-fit cut you love.
Mid-weight stretch fabric soft, durable and perfect for year-round wear.
Mid-rise EquiTrue Rise™. Bit-by-Bit™ silicone print full seat. 62% poly/33% viscose/5% spandex.
Sepia, navy peony. Ladies’ 24-34, regular. Imported. 351542 $119.95

F. NEW DOVER SADDLERY® HEATBLAST™ LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
Designed for comfort as temperatures fall.
Super-stretchy, soft, breathable base layer with flattering fit and optimal freedom of movement.
92% poly/8% spandex.
Copper brown, navy peony, chimera gray, honey topaz. Ladies’ XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203711 $75.95

Made by riders for riders!
**A. NEW STRIDE™ CHALLENGE LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT**  
Challenge yourself to ride in any weather.  
A blend of merino wool and recycled poly regulates temperature and offers resiliency and stretch. 35% wool/45% poly. Blue steel, antler. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.  
203704 $89.95

**B. NEW STRIDE™ FUSION LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT**  
203703 $69.95

**C. NEW STRIDE™ VITALITY COMPRESSION KNEE PATCH BREECH**  
Stretch and support for an activewear fit.  
351440 $109.95

**D. STRIDE™ FULL-SEAT TECH TIGHT**  
Made to support the rider as an athlete.  
Super-soft, incredibly stretchy, unrestricted. Lightweight, moisture-wicking, breathable performance fabric. 88% poly/12% spandex. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(14-16). Imported.  
**NEW Color** Crushed violets.  
351540 $75.95  
Navy, black.  
350973 $75.95

Get ready to ride! Over 800 styles at DoverSaddlery.com/Apparel
A. **NEW RIDING SPORT™ SOLARSHADE LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT**
Take shade along wherever you ride. Breathable, moisture-wicking and quick-drying. 92% poly/8% spandex. Firework red, cyanus blue, chimera gray, copper brown. Ladies’ XS(00), XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203690 $55.95

B. **NEW COLORS RIDING SPORT™ WILTON LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT**
The ideal top for riding through the seasons. Soft and stretchy midweight knit. 57% cotton/38% poly/5% spandex. Velvet violet, navy peony, chimera gray, mosstone. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203717 $39.95

C. **NEW RIDING SPORT™ WINTER TECH TIGHTS**
Delivers cozy defense against cold. Mid-weight stretch fabric with smooth matte outer, cozy fleece inner. Outer: 78% polyamide/22% elastane, lining 88% poly/12% spandex. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
Knee Patch Dark gray.
351520 $69.95
Full Seat Dark slate, khaki, clay, blue night.
351521 $75.95

D. **NEW COLORS RIDING SPORT™ FULL-SEAT TECH TIGHT**
Perfect for daily riding. An athletic tight in moisture-wicking technical fabric with stretch for unrestricted movement. 88% poly/12% spandex. Black onyx/velvet violet, firework red/chimera gray, mocha/mosstone, king navy/cyaneous blue. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(14-16). Imported.
351538 $49.95

Get ready to ride! Over 800 styles at DoverSaddlery.com/Apparel
SCHOCKEMÖHLE DURASOFT REINS
Fully lined, sturdy webbing, soft, smooth feel.
03289 List $135.00 SALE $108.00

Details at DoverSaddlery.com/DurasoftReins

Valid through 12/24/22. Not valid on previous purchases. While supplies last. Discount applied at checkout, not applicable to tax and shipping charges.

SCHOCKEMÖHLE STANFORD BRIDLE
Quality leather. Anatomically shaped crownpiece. Two browbands included, one plain, one with crystals.
120146 $355.00

See full selection at DoverSaddlery.com/Schockemöhle

Innovative Comfort
Contemporary Style

A. SCHOCKEMÖHLE STANFORD BRIDLE
Quality leather. Anatomically shaped crownpiece. Two browbands included, one plain, one with crystals.
120146 $355.00

See full selection at DoverSaddlery.com/Schockemöhle